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Junior School
Experiential Learning Activity
2022-2023
Date– 12th and 13th July, 2022
Numerous activities have been planned for the students of The Bishop’s School, Camp
in collaboration with Experiential Learning Enterprises. Our focus being applicationbased learning which helps in better understanding of concepts and engaging children
creatively.
Class-1
A story about a bug was narrated to the children.
To provoke their imagination skills, they were
told to visualise a bug and design it with the
available materials. The design process was to
enhance their visualisation and fine motor skills.
The children designed a bug and created a
colourful
head gear.

Class-2
The students received a kit to prepare a kaleidoscope; an optical toy that is used to create multiple reflection to see beautiful patterns. Three mirrors needed to be fit to make a
triangle with angles of 60 degrees each. This equilateral triangle of mirrors produces
symmetrical patterns. The objective of this experiment was to explain the concept of

Class-3
The children received a kit to build a stethoscope. They made a diaphragm
using a balloon. They were explained the utility of the hollow pipe. The children conducted the experiment of listening to the sound of human body. The
process included discussing, analysing and
reflecting on their understanding.
Class-4

The students received a kit to design a
pouch. The activity included a tactile experience
to
create thumb
impressions
on the pouch,
using acrylic
paint. These
impressions
were further
enhanced into
forms, patterns and figures using a black
marker. The objective of this activity was to
magnify the children’s imagination skills
and creativity.
Class-5
The students made Warli paintings. They
were told about the origin of tribal art and
its significance. They illustrated different
figurines. The objective was to introduce the
children to the native art form of Mahara
shtra.
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